
Life at sea is about to get a 
whole lot easier
What if you could order or count your stock 
within minutes? 

We’re introducing Gateway —  the faster and 
smarter way of ordering provisions, bonded 
and non-food including managing budget and 
stocktaking on board. 

It is a seamless end-to-end process, making 
your life at sea radically easier, so you can 
spend time where it matters the most. 



ORDER MUCH FASTER

Gateway turns ordering and managing provisions into smooth sailing. Every step is re-designed to cater to 
your needs without compromising your convenience. Built on the latest technology, we ensure that everything 
from ordering to receiving your supplies is as easy and intuitive as possible for you.

Search and navigate swiftly between product categories 

Use smart tags or filters for a faster overview

Re-order from your previous orders in a matter of seconds



GET THE FULL PICTURE
Stop guessing, start knowing. Gateway gives you full  
transparency and price visibility making ordering 
much easier. 

Get unit price indications and total estimates 
based on last known unit price 

Get the overviews you’ve always needed 

Gateway will not only manage your budget, but also 
show you nutritional overviews and breakdowns 
per crew member, your coverage and stock — all 
at a glance.



MAKE SMARTER CHOICES
Gateway gives you the guidance you need, empowering you to make 
smarter choices and informed decisions faster.  

See nutritional overviews and breakdowns based on crew size and 
nationality

Manage your budget, while ensuring sufficient quantities that benefit 
your entire crew



COLLABORATION MADE EASY
With Gateway everything happens on the platform.

No more emails 

Once you’ve submitted an RFQ, you’ll quickly be 
able to see any changes, review price implications 
and then click approve



STOCKTAKING MADE SIMPLE
Search, click, register. Get ready for a completely reworked, faster and easier process, reducing your 
workflow by 50%. With a swipe in the intuitive flow, you can quickly and easily:

Count, report, claim or condemn 

Update your crewing numbers

Get valuable summaries on provision status



Stocktaking and manning 
is much easier, faster and 
convenient to use

You can never miss any item on the stocktaking; and in 
the manning, meals can easily be counted day by day



Let’s show you more! 
Reach out to us on gateway.garrets.com


